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SNI e-archive

ELECTRONIC ARCHIVING SOLUTION
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Invoices that are obliged to be created, retained and submitted in a paper-based environment in
accordance with Tax Procedure Law, are enabled by e-archive to be regulated electronically and to retain
and submit the second copy in an electronic environment.
By SNI e-archiving solution this will not only eliminate the requirement to stock second/blue copies of
invoices in paper but also enable companies to send invoices by e-mail regardless of receiving party’s
invoicing system.
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Space saver : Eliminates entirely the necessity of stocking copies.
CUSTOMER

Easy to Use

e-archive

Easy to Implement

ADVANTAGES
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Easy to Maintain
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Cost advantages : Eliminates the costs of paper, shipment and
error correction.
etc
.

CUSTOMER

e-Transformation ?

1- Checking e-invoices : Automatically
done by the system whether the customer
is an e-invoicing user or not.

Other products

2- Trasmitting e-invoices (e-mail etc.):
Invoices are sent to non e-invoice users
via e-mail.

Ready for
®

e-invoice
e-ledger
e-waybill

Time saver : Customer gets notified via e-mail by the time the invoice
is created.

3- Signing (e-stamp): Invoices within the
scope of e-archiving are electronically
signed.
4- Archiving (e-archive): Invoices replacing
the second copy are converted into a suitable
format and electronically archived.

Data Security: Data security is provided via e-stamp and e-archive.
Safer than paper stocks.
Data accessibility: Allows swift accessibility to data in an electronic
environment.
Applications that have been developed with globally recognized
open-source ABAP codes enable companies to keep the power
in their hands and eliminate the dependency on suppliers.
SNI's advantageous licensing policies eliminate the crucial cost items
for holdings and corporations.

Are you running SAP ERP?
SNI e-government products enable you to manage
all processes on SAP without requirement for any
additional software and/or hardware.

WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY…
“While looking for alternative solutions in the market, our aim is to select the
most comprehensive opencode applications with a high quality/cost ratio.
SNI is the correct decision not only regarding the implementation peried but
also its seamless and continous support services. Solutions are unique with
their smartness and simplicity.”

Fahrettin UÇAR
Country Controller, SUN Chemical

“We had no solid information on companies in Turkey prior to the SAP process
as we were receiving all the necessary support from Italy. Therefore, we kept in
touch with almost all the companies offering e-solutions before we chose our
partner. SNI has guaranteed a simple but an effective solution where no PI
module is required. During the implementation period we have received
continuous and ceaseless support and keep on receiving it for the problems
result from GIB. SNI is simply the true partner to us...”
Sühan ALTIN
IT Manager, RECORDATI

“We have examined all alternative solutions in the market just like every
company that is obliged to launch e-invoicing. Our aim was to choose the very
best solution in accordance with quality/cost ratio. Right after the first demo,
we were convinced that SNI's simple and smart open-code application was the
most suitable for us. During the implementation period, we were incredibly
pleased with SNI's seamless services and efforts. Moreover, our team started
managing and developing new requests. SNI has become our true partner in
this process...”
Güngör BİNGÜL
IT Manager, KOROZO

ABOUT SNI
Established in 2004 in Istanbul and registered as
SAP AG Global Application Development Partner,
SNI has played an influential role in providing SAP
services and solutions. SNI operates globally in
many countries with over 5,000 trusted contractors
and 50 employees.
Change is the one constant with government
financial regulations. SNI, the leader in Turkey
electronic invoicing among companies running SAP,
provides solutions and services that reduce the risk
and cost of maintaining compliance across the
region for the world’s largest companies
including Adidas , Deloitte , Korozo, MTU,
Schneider, Merck, Tefal etc.

HEADQUARTERS
SNI offers e-invoice, e-ledger, e-archive and e-waybill
solutions as well as other products that meet legal
requirements.
SNI products are adoptable to companies
existing infrastructure, and this enables to implement
without requiring any additional investment on hardware
and/or software. For the companies using SAP ERP,
SNI applications are modularly adoptable to existing
SAP system. This gives companies both ease-of-use
and chance for cost saving while meeting legal
mandatory requirements.
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